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The information in this white paper is provided for information only and does not constitute,  
neither should be construed as an investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwi-
se transact in any investment including any funds. Strategies and financial services may be provi-
ded to highly qualified investors through separate documentation.

The information on this whitepaper is provided solely on the basis that you will make your own in-
vestment decisions and NAFTO has not taken any account of your particular investment objectives 
or financial situation in preparing the information on this website. In addition, nothing in this white 
paper shall, or is intended to, constitute financial, legal, accounting or tax advice. We recommend 
that you seek professional investment advice before making any investment decision. Any invest-
ment decision that you make should be based on an assessment of the risks in consultation with 
your investment adviser.
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WHAT IS 

NAFTO?
NAFTO is an innovative approach to merge the best practices of online-gaming with the best 
aspects of distributed ledger technology, Non-fungible Tokens (NFTs) and play-to-earn economics. 
NAFTO is a gateway into a player owned universe, centred around online-gaming, Blockchain and 
NFTs.

NAFTO is creating a metaverse, where users will be able to play various in-house online games, as 
well as games of the world’s most famous game-studios, which will have NAFTO technology integ-
rated into them.

NAFTO Technology will enable NFTzation of existing games, some of which already have hundreds 
of thousands players globally. NAFTO’s in-house blockchain games will be developed within the 
timeline of next few years, with the first mobile game to be released in early 2023 and first full-scale 
browser-game to follow in late 2023. All NAFTO in-house games will share certain important cha-
racteristics: supported character NFT’s, as well as in-game item NFTs will have operability across se-
veral NAFTO games. Owning NAFTO NFT’s will come with benefits and perks such as an exclusive 
beta-access to new NAFTO games.

The fundamental belief of NAFTO Metaverse is that the users must own all their playable assets, 
including game characters, apparel, equipment, items and even the metaverse land. This puts 
players in the whole another situation, as it enables them to materialize on the time spend on 
playing games. Playing time could be now converted into a financial asset, as in-game assets tend 
to grow in value as the player advances in the game. NAFTO technology will turn these assets into 
tradable, lendable, and investable NFTs marketplace or on the open market. Using NFT’s allows us 
to truly assign ownership of each asset to the player and have ownership confirmation documen-
ted on the blockchain. There will be various types of individual NFT’s and collections released into 
the NAFTO Metaverse as it expends.

NAFTO Metaverse will utilize most advance and innovative technologies and best practices of the 
modern gaming industry. NAFTO will become a collection of the most up-to-date industry innova-
tive solutions, that enable achievement of accessible gaming products available for any user with 
an internet access and a PC or mobile phone.
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NAFTO METAVERSE

NAFTO VISION

PLAY-TO-GROW

OWN, STAKE, EARN

PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNANCE

The NAFTO Metaverse relies on three fundamental pillars:

We believe that online gaming industry could greatly benefit from utilities provided by 
combining Blockchain with NFTs and DeFi. This ultimately creates a Play-To-Earn univer-
se to players, who can now gain financial independence just by doing what they enjoy 
the most – playing online video games! Unlike in the past – player will have no need to 
purchase expensive consoles and video games, as Play-To-Earn games will feature out-
standing graphics and gaming experience using solely web browser. 

Each new NAFTO game will have an overlap with a previous one, making NAFTO metaverse a  
growing community of loyal gamers. 

Utilizing blockchain, NFT’s and linking it with DeFi games will be rewarded for playing the online-
game and hence actually own their character and in game items. This will give gamers ability to 
monetize on their time and skills. NAFTO marketplace will allow players to generate income from 
selling, leasing, or staking their NFTs. 

NAFTO DAO will enable players to participate in the most important decisions of the project. Play-
ers and NFT owners will have ability to vote for proposals related to future metaverse and new 
game developments.
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NAFTO‘S RESPONSE
TO THE CURRENT MARKET
The global gaming industry is currently worth more than $300 Billion. There are 2.9 Billion players 
active worldwide who spend over $4.5 billion on virtual reality games per year. Gaming industry is 
also one of the fastest-growing industries, as it is forecast to grow at a rate of 9.17% from 2022 to 
2027.    

There is a strong believe that NFT’s are the future of online gaming industry and that they will play 
an important role in the nearest future. On the other hand, we are living in a world in which NFTs 
are firstly associated with a “digital art” which provides little to no utility to their owners. We believe 
that NFTs will be utilized in so many, much more useful ways. Apart from gaming industry, NFTs 
can be utilized for cases such as fractionalized property ownership, yacht and luxury goods equity 
sharing certificates and cadastral records maintenance, to mention a few. 

NAFTO aims giving NFTs a wide range of utilities, which are scares or non-existent under the cur-
rent market situation. 

• NAFTO technology will enable users to own characters and in-game items, by turning  
 these into ownable NFTs. 

• NAFTO will be creating comprehensive Play-To-Earn metaverse concept, in which game  
 developers will benefit from alternative monetization sources, while players will be  
 rewarded for playing the games.

• Integration of the DeFi into gaming world. NAFTO platform will give ability to players to sell,  
 lend or stake their NFTs in a fully decentralized manner.

• Using a blockchain, such as BNB chain ensures security, speed, transparency and  
 interoperability across other platforms, such as secondary NFT marketplaces and various  
 lending protocols. 

• Utilization of Web Graphics Library technology, a JavaScript API for rendering high-per 
 formance interactive 3D and 2D graphics within any compatible web browser without the  
 use of plugins, eliminates a need for players to invest into expensive game consoles and  
 videogames.

• Enabling gaming community to contribute to growth and evolution of the project by 
              actively participating in the governance by voting in the proposals via NAFTO DAO.
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Blockchain and distributed ledger technology play the key role in the NAFTO Metaverse. NAFTO 
aims to create an economic system which links in-game currency, NFTs and gaming with real world 
fiat currencies, via its community wallet. NAFT NFT platform will enable NFT trade and leasing, 
though generating an income for gamers. NAFTO technology will enable NFTzation of in-game as-
sets, so that games can actually own these items. NAFTO’s community wallet will help streamline 
In-game processes, such as asset acquisition, storage, exchange and leasing, while providing easy 
and fast fiat gateway to users. The same time user’s NFTs would be stored on a blockchain.

In order to create an attractive and balanced ecosystem we have created NAFTO token. While 
designing the tokenomics, we strived to come up with a model which provides the token with 
up-most value-protection and encouraging its growth. NAFTO token’s longevity is crucial both 
for NAFTO metaverse as NAFTO technology, therefore it’s our prerogative to protects the players 
investment and encourages growth of the token. We believe that every player who plays NAFTO 
metaverse of NAFTO Technology (NAFTO-Inside) based games – should be able to earn assets 
spendable not in the virtual, but also in the real world. 
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NAFTO TOKEN

NAFTO TOKEN  

USE CASES

NAFTO Token is a BEP-20 governance token for the NAFTO Metaverse. NAFTO holders will be re-
warded for staking of their tokens, playing games and for participation in the key governance pro-
cesses. Players will also be able to earn NAFTO Tokens when they play NAFTO in-house games as 
well as all the games of the various game-studios utilizing NAFTO-technology.

The NAFTO token is the most important element of the NAFTO Ecosystem. 
Various NAFTO use cases could be divided into several major categories:

MEAN OF PAYMENT

NAFTO will be used as mean of payment within the NAFT NFT marketplace. NAFTO token will be 
used as an in-game currency for NAFTO in-house games, as well as for EVERY partner game which 
will decide to use NAFTO technology within their games. 

STAKING REWARDS

Players will have an opportunity to stake their NAFTO tokens in order to get NAFTO rewards from 
various games income streams. NAFTO tokens could also be staked on various DeFi platforms and 
“syrup” pools to earn tokens of partner projects. 

PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNANCE

Upon launching of NAFTO DAO, NAFTO token will be an essential instrument for participation  
in the governance model by voting for NAFTO proposals. 

Name: NAFTO token
Symbol: NAFTO
Token Type: BEP-20 on BNB Smart Chain
Decimals: 18
Max Supply: 1,000,000,000 NAFTO
Pre-Sale Tokens offered: up to 100,000,000 NAFTO
Contract Address: TBA
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NAFTO TOKEN USE CASES
NFT BREEDING

NAFTO Token will be necessary in order to perform NFT breedings, which equated to creation of a 
new NFT by merging two existing NFT in possession of a user.

ACCESS TO EXCLUSIVE CONTENT

NAFTO Token holders will have ability to participate in various games’ beta launches as well as gain 
access exclusive private games and unlock special in-game content.

NFT PEER TO PEER LEASING

NAFTO Token will be used as a collateral as well as lease settlement currency for peer-to-peer NFT 
leasing.

UPGRADE NAFT NFTS

NAFTO tokens will be required in order to upgrade and level-up NAFT NFTs

IN-GAME BOOSTERS

NAFTO token will be the only way to purchase in-game Starter decks, booster packs and booster 
boxes. 

DISCOUNTS IN NFT MARKETPLACE

NAFTO token holders will get a discounted rates for literally all operations performed on NAFT NFT 
Marketplace, including non-gaming related transactions, purchase of digital art, luxury goods and 
real-estate fractionalized NFTs

GAMIFICATION OF INVESTING

NAFTO token will be essential for the utilization of broad range of financial services within the  
NAFTO Metaverse. It will eventually become the main mean of investment within NAFTO  
Metaverse’s Earn-to-Invest concept. 

VIRTUAL LAND OWNERSHIP

NAFTO Token will be only currency for virtual land acquisition within the NAFTO Metaverse.
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TOKEN 

DISTRIBUTION
The chart below shows the breakdown of the 1,000,000,000 NAFTO token total supply.
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NAFTO 

PUBLIC SALE
The NAFTO token public sale will be conducted via NAFTO website.  A total of 50,000,000 NAFTO 
tokens will be made available for the public sale. Only 10% of the Public Sale tokens will be unlocked 
upon termination of the NAFTO public sale. The rest of the NAFTO tokens will be made available in 
three equal quaterly instalments. NAFTO Token public sale will have a one-level-referral system in 
place during the subscription window. 

The largest portion of the raised funds will be utilized for development of NAFTO Metaverse and 
GameFi technology. This will include:

PUBLIC SALE
ROUND

ROUND 1 10,000,000 0.30 USD 100.00 USD

100.00 USD

100.00 USD

100.00 USD

100.00 USD

0.32 USD

0.33 USD

0.34 USD

0.35 USD

10,000,000

10,000,000

10,000,000

10,000,000

ROUND 2

ROUND 3

ROUND 4

ROUND 5

TOKENS
OFFERED

PRICE PER
TOKEN

MINIMUM
PURCHASE

USE OF PROCEEDS

Ongoing game development

Community wallet development, including fiat gateway

NAFTO Metaverse development

NAFTO Technology development

NAFTO NFT marketplace development

Fractionalized NFTs and tokenization of real estate, yachts, and luxury goods
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THE ROADMAP
NAFTO team will strive to complete all millstones within planned timelines, however as we aiming 
to build something very innovative and different from everything which is currently available on 
the market – keep in mind that certain deadline ajustmants may arise. 

- Launch of NAFTO website
- Release of NAFTO Whitepaper
- Launch of Public Sale
- Launch of NFT Marketplace

- Planning, design & production initiation of NAFTO first in-house game 
- Initiation of outreach campaign to secure cooperation deals with leading  
   GAME-studios for NFTzation of exiting games, 
- Launch of fiat getaway
- NAFTO Token TGE and first DEX listing

- Launch of fractionized NFTs for real estate, yachts, and luxury goods
- NFTzation of exiting games of top-game studios using NAFTO Technology
- Engaging world class 3D artists, game-developers & animators for NAFTO  
   Metaverse creation

Q4
2022

H2
2023

H1
2023
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THE TEAM
BERNHARD
FOUNDER & CEO

Nearly 8 Years in the crypto industry. Strong analytic skills paired with development experience in 
python, c# mql4/5 and shareholder of three different companies’ making him to an ideal CEO.

ARKADIUSZ
CO-FOUNDER & COO

His 30+ years of professional experience and dedication enables him to proactively lead complex 
projects while maintaining an essential technical understanding, which are the key skills of the 
COO.

CHRIS
UI-UX / HEAD OF MARKETING

Marketing background for last 10 years. One of the most creative master-minds in User Interface 
and User Experience design in the crypto scene.

RAHMI
PROJECT MANAGER & DEV-OPS

IT, front end development and smart contracts expert specialist with over 14 years of experience in 
marketing, investor relations and blockchain project management. 


